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Chosing The Right Racquet
The information that we need to know in order to select the right racquet for you is:

AgeGenderExperienceLeft or right handedPosition playedSize of horsePlay grip down (conventional) or grip up
Alternatively you could provide the following information:

The overall lengthThe overall weightThe shaft flexibility  Firm, Medium or FlexibleThe head material and shape  See the rest of this catalogueThe net setting  Hooky, Medium or FastThe grip lengthLeft or right handedPlay grip down (conventional) or grip up



Bread Board

Midas

The Bread Board head is extremely hardwearing and virtually indistructable.
It is also lightest plastic head on the market for it's size.

The Midas polocrosse racquet has beenaptly named for the golden effect it has onthe users game.
This polocrosse racquet head is thinneracross the top allowing for easier pickups,and creats the largest legal catching areasof all racquets.



Round
A brand new hybrid between the Midasand the Square Head.
It has all the best characteristics ofboth shapes.



Square
The Square head shape is a uniquedesign from Bombers  the Squareshape was developed after months oftrials.



Tear Drop
The Tear Drop has a "V" at the neck tosafeguard the pocket making it difficultto dislodge the ball.
Back in production due to populardemand.



Cane

Midas
The Midas polocrosse racquet has been aptlynamed for the golden effect it has on the usersgame.
This polocrosse racquet shape creats thelargest legal catching areas of all racquets.

Using cane as the material for the making the head makes the head a little firmerand more absorbant of impact and vibrations.
The cane is also substantially lighter than other plastic materials and has a betterweight distribution as well as balance.
Our cane is specially selected and goes through a unique curing and settingproccess which makes its stronger and more durable.



Square
The Square Cane shape is a uniquedesign from Bombers  the Squareshape was developed after months oftrial shapes in an attempt to breakaway from the traditional teardropshape without being as radical as someof the changes at the time, the Squareshape to this day has been our bestseller.



Tear Drop
The Tear Drop has a "V" at the neck tosafeguard the pocket making it difficultto dislodge the ball.
Back in production due to populardemand.



Ultra
The Ultra shape is as a developementof the teardrop circular designextended into an ovular shape thatcreates a bigger surface area and willget a great throwing action.



Plastic

Midas
The Midas polocrosse racquet hasbeen aptly named for the goldeneffect it has on the users game.
This polocrosse racquet shape creatsthe largest legal catching areas ofall racquets.



Accessories

Trick Stick
The all new Bombers Trick Stick is part of ourskills package that increases the playersracquet skills, confidence and handeyecoordination.
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